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Network for GALS Many-Core Platforms
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Abstract—This paper presents a GALS-compatible circuit-
switched on-chip network that is well suited for use in many-core
platforms targeting streaming DSP and embedded applications
which typically have a high degree of task-level parallelism
among computational kernels. Inter-processor communication is
achieved through a simple yet effective reconfigurable source-
synchronous network. Interconnect paths between processors can
sustain a peak throughput of one word per cycle. A theoretical
model is developed for analyzing the performance of the network.
A 65 nm CMOS GALS chip utilizing this network was fabricated
which contains 164 programmable processors, three accelerators
and three shared memory modules. For evaluating the efficiency
of this platform, a complete 802.11a WLAN baseband receiver
was implemented. It has a real-time throughput of 54 Mbps with
all processors running at 594 MHz and 0.95 V, and consumes
an average of 174.8 mW with 12.2 mW (or 7.0%) dissipated by
its interconnect links and switches. With the chip’s dual supply
voltages set at 0.95 V and 0.75 V, and individual processors’
oscillators operating at workload-based optimal frequencies, the
receiver consumes 123.2 mW, which is a 29.5% reduction in
power. Measured power consumption values from the chip are
within 2–5% of the estimated values.

Index Terms—GALS, source-synchronous, interconnect, 2-D
mesh, reconfigurable, programmable, DSP, embedded, network
on-chip, many-core chip.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fabrication costs for state-of-the-art chips now exceed sev-
eral million dollars, and design costs associated with ever-
changing standards and end user requirements are also ex-
tremely expensive. In this context, programmable and/or re-
configurable platforms that are not fixed to a single application
or a small class of applications become increasingly attractive.

The power wall limits the performance improvement of
conventional designs exploiting instruction-level parallelism
that rely mainly on increasing clock rate with deeper pipelines.
Many new techniques and architectures have been proposed
in the literature; and multiple-core designs are the most
promising approaches among them [1], [2]. Recently, a large
number of multi-core designs were found in both industry
and academia [3]–[6]. Also, reconfigurable and programmable
many-core designs for DSP and embedded applications are
becoming popular research topics [7]–[9].

Transistor density and integration continue to scale with
Moore’s Law, and for practical digital designs, clock distri-
bution becomes a critical part of the design process for any
high performance chip [10]. Designing a global clock tree for
a large chip becomes very complicated and it can consume a
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significant portion of the power budget, which can be up to
40% of the whole chip’s power [11]. One effective method to
address this issue is through the use of globally-asynchronous
locally-synchronous (GALS) architectures where the chip is
partitioned into multiple independent frequency domains.Each
domain is clocked synchronously while inter-domain com-
munication is achieved through specific interconnect tech-
niques and circuits [12]. Due to its flexible portability and
“transparent” features regardless of the differences among
computational cores, GALS interconnect architecture becomes
a top candidate for multi- and many-core chips that wish to
do away with complex global clock distribution networks. In
addition, GALS allows the possibility of fine-grained power
reduction through frequency and voltage scaling [13].

The methodology of inter-domain communication is a cru-
cial design point for GALS architectures. One approach is the
purely asynchronous clockless handshaking, that uses multiple
phases (normally two or four phases) of exchanging control
signals (requestand ack) for transferring data words across
clock domains [14], [15]. Unfortunately, these asynchronous
handshaking techniques are complex and use unconventional
circuits (such as the Muller C-element [16]) typically unavail-
able in generic standard cell libraries. Besides that, because the
arrival times of events are arbitrary without a reference timing
signal, their activities are difficult to verify in traditional digital
CAD design flows.

The so-called delay-insensitive interconnection method ex-
tends clockless handshaking techniques by using coding tech-
niques such as dual-rail or 1-of-4 to avoid the requirement
of delay matching between data bits and control signals [17].
These circuits also require specific cells that do not exist in
common ASIC design libraries. Quintonet al. implemented
a delay-insensitive asynchronous interconnect network using
only digital standard cells; however, the final circuit has large
area and energy costs [18].

Another asynchronous interconnect technique uses a pau-
sible or stretchable clock where the rising edge of the re-
ceiving clock is paused following the requirements of the
control signals from the sender. This makes the synchronizer
at the receiver wait until the data signals stabilize before
sampling [19], [20]. The receiving clock isartificial meaning
its period can vary cycle by cycle; so it is not particularly
suitable for processing elements with synchronous clocking
that need a stable signal clock in a long enough time. Besides
that, this technique is difficult to manage when applied to a
multiport design due to the arbitrary and unpredictable arrival
times of multiple input signals.

An alternative for transferring data across clock domains
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is the source-synchronous communication technique that was
originally proposed for off-chip interconnects. In this ap-
proach, the source clock signal is sent along with the data
to the destination. At the destination, the source clock is
used to sample and write the input data into a FIFO queue
while the destination clock is used to read the data from the
queue for processing. This method achieves high efficiency
by obtaining an ideal throughput of one data word per source
clock cycle with a very simple design that is also similar to the
synchronous design methodology; hence it is easily compatible
with common standard cell design flows [21]–[24].

In this paper, we present the design of a GALS many-
core computational platform utilizing a source-synchronous
communication architecture. In order to evaluate the efficiency
of this platform and its interconnection network, we mappeda
complete 802.11a WLAN baseband receiver on this platform.
Actual chip measurement results are reported, analyzed, and
compared against simulation. The outline of the paper is
organized as follows. Section II explains our motivation for
designing a GALS many-core heterogeneous platform for DSP
applications. Design of a reconfigurable source-synchronous
interconnect network is described in Section III. In this section,
we also derive a theoretical model for analyzing the throughput
and latency of interconnects established from the network.The
design of our many-core DSP platform utilizing this network
architecture is shown in Section IV. This section also shows
the implementation and measurement results of the test chip.
Mapping, analyzing and measuring the performance and power
consumption of an 802.11a baseband receiver on this platform
as a case study is discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. M OTIVATION FOR A GALS MANY-CORE PLATFORM

A. High Performance with Many-Core Design

Pollack’s Rule states that performance increase of an ar-
chitecture is roughly proportional to the square root of its
complexity [13]. This rule implies that if we apply sophis-
ticated techniques to a single processor and double its logic
area, we speedup its performance by only around 40%. On the
other hand, with the same area increase, a dual-core design
using two identical cores could achieve a 2x improvement
assuming that applications are 100% parallelizable. With the
same argument, a design with many small cores should have
more performance than one with few large cores for the same
die area. However, performance increase is heavily hindered
by Amdahl’s Law, which implies that this speedup is strictly
dependent on the application’s inherent parallelism:

Speedup≈
1

(1− Parallel%)+ 1
N · Parallel%

(1)

whereN is the number of cores.
Fortunately, for most applications in the DSP and embedded

domain, a high degree of task-level parallelism can be easily
exposed [7] through their task-graph representatives suchas a
complete 802.11a baseband receiver shown in Fig. 1. By parti-
tioning the natural task-graph description of a DSP application,
where each task can easily fit into one or few small processors,
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Fig. 1. Task-interconnect graph of an 802.11a WLAN baseband receiver.
The dark lines represent critical data interconnects.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a GALS many-core heterogeneous system consisting
of many small identical processors, dedicated-purpose accelerators and shared
memory modules running at different frequencies and voltages or fully turned
off.

the complete application will run much more efficiently. This
is due to the elimination of unnecessary memory fetching and
complex pipeline overheads. In addition, the tasks themselves
run in tandem like coarse pipeline stages.

B. Advantages of the GALS Clocking Style

Since each core operates in its own frequency domain,
we are able to reduce the power dissipation, increase energy
efficiency and compensate for some circuit variations on a
fine-grained level as illustrated in Fig. 2:
• GALS clocking design with a simple local ring oscillator

for each core eliminates the need for complex and power
hungry global clock trees.

• Unused cores can be effectively disconnected by power
gating, and thus reducing leakage.

• When workloads distributed for cores are not identical,
we can allocate different clock frequencies and supply
voltages for these cores either statically or dynamically.
This allows the total system to consume a lower power
than if all active cores had been operating at a single
frequency and supply voltage [25].

• We can reduce more power by architecture-driven meth-
ods such as parallelizing or pipelining a serial algorithm
over multiple cores [26].

• We can also spread computationally intensive workloads
around the chip to eliminate hot spots and balance tem-
perature.
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Fig. 3. The many-core platform from Fig. 2 with switches inside each pro-
cessor that can establish interconnects among processors ina reconfigurable
circuit-switched scheme.

• GALS design flexibility supports remapping or adjusting
frequencies of processors in an application that allows
it to continue working well even under the impact of
variations.

From these advantages in both performance and power
consumption, many-core GALS style is highly desirable for
designing programmable/reconfigurable DSP computational
platforms. However, the challenge now is how to design a
low area and power cost interconnect network that is able
to offer low latency and high communication bandwidth for
these GALS many-core platforms. Next section describes our
proposed reconfigurable network utilizing a novel source-
synchronous clocking scheme for tackling this challenge.

III. D ESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A RECONFIGURABLE

GALS COMPATIBLE SOURCE-SYNCHRONOUSON-CHIP

NETWORK

The static characteristic of interconnects in the task-graphs
of DSP and embedded applications motivates us to build
a reconfigurable circuit-switched network for our many-core
platform. The network is configured before run-time to estab-
lish static interconnects between any two processors described
by the graph. Due to its advantages compared to clockless
handshaking techniques as explained in Section I, the source-
synchronous communication technique is utilized in our inter-
connect networks for transferring data across clock domains
in our GALS array of processors. This section presents the
design of our reconfigurable interconnection network; and also
describes how inter-processor interconnects are configured.
Evaluation of throughput and latency of these interconnects are
given through formulations developed from timing constraints
combined with delay values obtained from SPICE models.

A. Architecture of Reconfigurable Interconnection Network

Figure 3 shows the targeted GALS many-core platform
from Fig. 2 but focuses on its interconnect architecture.
Processors are interconnected by a static 2-D mesh network of
reconfigurable switches. Each switch connects with its nearest
neighboring switch by two unidirectional links where each link
is composed of metal wires in parallel as depicted in Fig. 4(a);
one wire per data bit. Each wire is driven by a cascade of
inverters that are appropriately sized. An interconnect path
between any two processors is formed from one or many links
connecting intermediate switches.
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Fig. 4. (a) A unidirectional link between two nearest-neighbor switches
includes wires connected in parallel. Each wire is driven bya driver consisting
of cascaded inverters. (b) A simple switch architecture consisting of only five
4-input multiplexers.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of a long-distance interconnect path between two
processors directly through intermediate switches. On thisinterconnect, data
are sent with the clock from the source processor to the destination processor.

We will investigate the throughput and latency of intercon-
nects that are configured from switches with the architecture
consisting of only 4-input multiplexers as shown in Fig. 4(b).
The switch has five ports: the Core port which is connected to
its local core, and the North, South, West, and East ports which
are connected to its four nearest neighbor switches. As shown
in the figure, an input from the West port can be configured
to go out to any port among the Core, North, South, East
ports and vice versa. For simplicity, we only shows its full
connections to and from the West port; all the other ports are
connected in a similar fashion.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of a long-distance inter-
connection from Proc. A to Proc. D passing through two
intermediate processors B and C. This interconnection is
established by configuring the multiplexers in the switchesof
these four processors. The configuration is done pre-runtime
which fixes this communication path; thus, this static circuit-
switched interconnect is guaranteed to be independent and
never shared. So long as the destination processor’s FIFO is
not full, a very high throughput of one data word per cycle can
be sustained. This compares favorably to a packet-switched
network whose runtime network congestion can significantly
degrade communication performance [23], [27].

On this interconnect path, the source processor (Proc. A)
sends its data along with its clock to the destination. The
destination processor (Proc. D) uses a dual-clock FIFO to
buffer the received data before processing. Its FIFO’s write
port is clocked by the source clock of Proc. A, while its read
port is clocked by its own oscillator, and thus supports GALS
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Fig. 6. A simpified view of the interconnect path shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. A side view of three metal layers where the interconnect wires are
routed on the middle layer. Each wire has ground capacitanceswith upper
and lower metal layers and coupling capacitances from adjacent intra-layer
wires.

communication. Storage elements inside the FIFO can be an
SRAM array [28], [29] or a set of flip-flop registers [23],
[30]. Data sent on this interconnect path will pass through
four multiplexers (of four corresponding switches) and three
switch-to-switch links as shown in Fig. 6. These switches are
not only responsible for routing data on the links but also act
as repeaters along the long path when combined with wire
drivers.

B. Approach Methodology

Evaluation of the characteristics of these reconfigurable
interconnects are based on the delay values simulated by
HSPICE. Simulation setups were performed through the use of
CMOS technology cards given by the Predictable Technology
Model (PTM) [31]. For analyzing the effect of technology
scaling on interconnect performance, we ran simulations on
five technology nodes: 90 nm, 65 nm, 45 nm, 32 nm and
22 nm. The wire dimensions used for simulation were derived
from the reports of the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [32].

C. Link and Device Delays

In order to characterize performance of interconnects we
firstly consider wires that are connected between two adjacent
switches. These wires are routed on intermediate layers where
the lower layers (metal 1 or 2) are used for intra-cell or
inter-cell layouts and the upper layers are reserved for power
distribution and other global signals. In this work, we assume
all interconnect wires are on the same layer and have the same
length when connecting two adjacent switches.

An interconnect wire in the intermediate layer incurs both
ground and coupling capacitances as depicted in Fig. 7. These
capacitance values depend on the metal wire dimensions

TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF INTERCONNECT WIRES AT THE INTERMEDIATE LAYER

BASED ON ITRS [32] AND WITH RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE

CALCULATED BY USING PTM ONLINE TOOL [34]

Technology (nm) 90 65 45 32 22
width w (nm) 207 147 102 72 50
spaces (nm) 222 158 116 81 60
thicknesst (nm) 351 264 183 135 98
heighth (nm) 309 234 162 121 89
κILD 2.7 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.7
length l (µm) 2000 1444 1000 711 489
Rw (Ω) 556.9 753.8 1084.7 1481.1 2018.4
Cg (fF) 57.7 35.0 21.3 12.9 7.6
Cc (fF) 96.6 65.9 39.8 27.2 17.7
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Fig. 8. Circuit model used to simulate the worst case and best case inter-
switch link delay considering the crosstalk effect betweenadjacent wires.
Wires are simulated using aΠ3 lumped RC model.

(spaces, width w, thicknesst, heighth, lengthl) and the inter-
layer dielectricκILD that can be calculated from formulations
proposed by Wonget al. [33]. These formulations are also
used by PTM on their online interconnect tool [34].

Table I shows the wire dimensions and intra-layer dielectric
based on ITRS, that was used in a paper by Imet al. [35],
and its calculated resistances and capacitances over many
technology nodes from 90 nm down to 22 nm. The wire length
is 2 mm at 90 nm technology and is scaled correspondingly to
each technology node. Notice that the wire length connecting
two adjacent switches approximates the length (or width) ofa
processor in the platform as seen in Fig. 5. With these simple
processors, a 20 mm x 20 mm die (400 mm2) would contain
100 processors at 90 nm and up to 1672 processors at 22 nm.

For estimates of the switch-to-switch link delay while
considering the effect of crosstalk noise due to coupling
capacitances, we used theΠ3 lumped RC model for setup
wires in HSPICE. Higher degree models such asΠ5 or so
on can make the simulation results more accurate but also
slows down the simulation time. TheΠ3 model was proven
to have an error of less than 3% compared with the accurate
value of a distributed RC model [16]. Fig. 8 shows our circuit
setup for simulation of wires in an inter-switch link including
the coupled capacitances among them1. In this setup, load
capacitanceCL is equivalent to the input gate capacitance of

1For more accuracy, we can consider the multi-coupled case thattakes
into account capacitances coupled with far wires rather than only adjacent
wires [36]. However, the coupled capacitances from far wires are very small in
compared with those from adjacent wires, so their impacts are negligible [37].
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Fig. 9. Timing waveforms of clock and data signals from the source processor to the destination FIFO

TABLE II
DELAY VALUES SIMULATED USING PTM TECHNOLOGY CARDS

Technology (nm) 90 65 45 32 22
Supply VoltageVdd (V) 1.20 1.10 1.00 0.90 0.80
Threshold VoltageVth (V) 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.23 0.20
Dlink,max (ps) 271.8 223.8 142.9 123.1 104.7
Dlink,min (ps) 131.4 102.3 60.5 47.6 38.5
Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop (ps) 37.0 27.9 13.4 9.4 7.2
Dclkbu f f,FIFO (ps) 93.2 69.8 25.9 18.2 14.2
Dmux (ps) 48.1 37.7 16.8 13.2 11.3
tsetup (ps) 25.2 20.1 11.0 9.9 7.0
thold (ps) -18.9 -15.1 -5.2 -3.9 -3.1
tclk−q (ps) 104.5 83.8 38.6 23.2 22.1

a 4-input multiplexer. The delay of a circuit is measured from
when its input point reaches 0.5Vdd until the output point also
reaches 0.5Vdd.

Due to crosstalk, depending on the data patterns sent on
the wires, three cases of delay are experienced. The nominal
delay happens when the signal on a wire goes high while
both its neighboring wires do not change. The best case delay
Dlink,min occurs when the signal on a wire moves in the same
direction with its two neighbors; and the worst case delay
Dlink,max occurs when the signal on that wire switches in the
opposite direction with its neighbors.

The simulated delay values with respect to each CMOS
technology node are given in Table. II. This table also liststhe
values ofVdd and threshold voltageVth used in the simulations.
Values of Vdd at each technology node are predicted by
Zhao and Cao [31], and those ofVth are assumed to be
1
4Vdd [38]. In this table, we also include the delays of clock
buffers when driving a flip-flop stage (Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop), a FIFO
(Dclkbu f f,FIFO) and the delay of a 4-input multiplexer (Dmux).
We simulated a static positive D flip-flop using minimum-
size transistors and its setup timetsetup, hold time thold and
propagation delaytclk−q are also shown in the table. A minor
note is that the flip-flop has negative hold time, which means
that it can correctly latch the current data value even when
the rising clock edge arrives just after a new transition of data
bits.

D. Interconnect Throughput Evaluation

For an interconnect path between two processors in a
distance ofn link segments, this path will travel through
n + 1 switches including those of the source and destination

source clock

FIFO
source data dest. data

dest. clock

inserted delay

Fig. 10. Interconnect circuit path with a delay line inserted in the clock
signal path before the destination FIFO to shift the rising clock edge to a
stable data window

processors (as depicted in Fig. 6) that passes throughn + 1
multiplexers andn inter-switch links. Therefore, its minimum
(best case) and maximum (worst case) delays are:

Dpath,min = n · Dlink,min + (n+ 1)Dmux (2)

and
Dpath,max= n · Dlink,max+ (n+ 1)Dmux (3)

Figure 9 shows timing waveforms of the clock and corre-
sponding data sent from a source to its destination. Data bits
are sent at the rising edge of the source clock and each bit
is only valid in one cycle. Both clock and data bits travel
in the same manner on the configured interconnect path and
therefore have the same timing uncertainty with a small delay
difference: the clock signal has to pass through a clock buffer
before driving the destination FIFO while the data signal has a
clock buffer delay at the output register of the source processor
and atclk−q delay before traveling on the interconnect path.

As seen in the figure, due to the timing uncertainty of both
clock and data signals, metastability can occur at the input
of destination FIFO when they transit at almost same time.
For safety, we have purposely inserted a delay line on the
clock signal before it drives the destination FIFO (as shown
in Fig. 10), effectively moving the rising clock edge into the
stable window between two edges of the data bits as depicted
in the last waveform of Fig. 9. The value of the inserted delay
Dinsert must satisfy the setup time constraint:

Dinsert+ nDlink,min + (n+ 1)Dmux+ Dclkbu f f,FIFO

> Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop + tclk−q + nDlink,max+ (n+ 1)Dmux+ tsetup

or

Dinsert > n(Dlink,max− Dlink,min) + Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop − Dclkbu f f,FIFO

+ tsetup+ tclk−q
(4)

Given a delay valueDinsert satisfying the above condition,
the period of source clock used on the interconnect also has
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Fig. 11. Maximum frequency of the source clock over various interconnection
distances and CMOS technology nodes

to meet the hold time constraint:

Dinsert+ Dclkbu f f,FIFO + nDlink,max+ (n+ 1)Dmux+ thold

< Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop + tclk−q + nDlink,min + (n+ 1)Dmux+ Tclk

and therefore,

Tclk > n(Dlink,max− Dlink,min) + Dinsert

+ Dclkbu f f,FIFO − Dclkbu f f, f lip f lop + thold − tclk−q
(5)

The minimum clock period strongly depends on the timing
uncertainty (Dlink,max − Dlink,min) and linearly increases with
the interconnect distancen. The maximum frequency (corre-
sponding to the minimum period) of source clock used for
transferring data on an interconnect path corresponding toa
distance is given in Fig. 11. When connecting two nearest
neighboring processors, the interconnect can run at up to
3.5 GHz at 90 nm and up to 7.3 GHz at 22 nm. The maximum
frequency is inversely proportional ton that reduces when
interconnect distance increases.

E. Interconnect Latency

Latency of an interconnect path is defined as the time at
which a data word is sent by the source processor until it is
written to the input FIFO of the destination processor. The data
travels along the path, and then registered at the destination
FIFO. This path includes both delays by the inserted delay
line and clock buffer on the clock signal and also a flip-flop
propagation delaytclk−q. Therefore, the maximum latency of
an interconnect path with distance ofn inter-switch links is
given by:

Dconnect,max= nDlink,max+(n+1)Dmux+Dinsert+Dclkbu f f,FIFO+tclk−q

(6)
The maximum absolute latency (in ns) corresponding to

distance is plotted in Fig. 12. Consider a nearest neighboring
interconnect, which has less than 1 ns latency regardless ofthe
technology used. This means that at 1 GHz the interconnect
latency is less than 1 cycle, and at 500 MHz latency is less
than a half of cycle.

The maximum number of clock cycles that the data will
travel on an interconnect distance is given in Fig. 13. This
maximum clock cycle latency is equal to the maximum latency
(in ns) multiplied by the maximum clock frequency (in GHz)
at that distance. Interestingly, the latency cycles even decreases
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Fig. 13. Maximum communication latency in term of cycles at the maximum
clock frequency over interconnect distances

when distance increases. This happens because the clock
period is larger for longer distances. In all cases, the latency
is less than 2.5 cycles at 90 nm and less than 1.7 cycles
at 22 nm regardless of distance. These latencies are very
low when compared with dynamic packet-switched networks
whose latency (in cycles) is proportional to the distance, which
can be very high if routers are pipelined into many stages.

F. Discussion on Interconnection Network Architectures

The pipelined architecture of routers in a packet-switched
network can allow obtaining good throughput but sacrificing
the latency in terms of numbers of delay cycles. The situation
would be much worse in the presence of network conges-
tion [27]. Moreover, supporting GALS clocking scheme is
much expensive and complicated in a packet-switched network
where each router runs on its own clock domain [39].

Our interconnects can guarantee an ideal throughput of one
data word per cycle because no network contention occurs,
while also achieving very low latency of only a few cy-
cles. Furthermore, our interconnect architecture well supports
GALS scheme while does not require complicated control
circuits and buffers at switches along the interconnect path;
therefore, it is also highly efficient in terms of area and power
consumption. The network circuit occupies only 7% of each
programmable processor’s area2 and only consumes 10% of

2Note that this area is sum of two static networks, so each network occupies
only 3.5% of the processor’s area.
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of the 167-processor heterogeneous computational
platform [40]

the total power while mapping a complex application as shown
in Section V. These advantages along with the deterministic
characteristic of interconnects in DSP applications we are
targeting support the idea of building a reconfigurable circuit-
switched network for our platform.

However, these advantages come with a cost of sacrificing
the flexibility and interconnect capacity. Programmer (under
the help of automatic tools) has to setup all interconnects
before an application can run. In addition, the number of in-
terconnect links are limited and interconnects after configured
are not shared; therefore, for some complex applications, it is
difficult for setting up all connects or even there are not enough
links required. For increasing the interconnect capacity,the
platform is equiped with two static configurable networks as
will be described in Section IV-B.

IV. A N EXAMPLE HETEROGENEOUSGALS MANY-CORE

PLATFORM

The top level block diagram of our 167-processor computa-
tional platform is shown in Fig. 14. The platform consists of
164 small programmable processors, three accelerators (FFT,
Viterbi decoder and Motion Estimation), and three 16 KB
shared memory modules [40]. Placement of the three acceler-
ators and the three shared memories at the bottom of the array
was chosen only to simplify the routing of global configuration
signal wires and to simplify mapping of applications onto the
large central homogeneous array (as opposed to breaking up
the array by placing accelerators or memories in the middle).

Because of the array nature of the platform, the local
oscillator, voltage switching, configuration and communication
circuits are reused throughout the platform. These common
components are designed as a generic “wrapper” which could
then be reused to make any computational core compatible
with the GALS array, and thus facilitates easy design enhance-
ments. The difference between the programmable processors
and the accelerators is mainly in their computational datapaths
as illustrated in Fig. 15. The programmable processors have
an in-order single-issue 16-bit fixed point datapath, with a

CORE

Datapath

Osc.

Switch

Supply 
Voltages

Controller

Fig. 15. Simplified block diagram of processors or accelerators in the pro-
posed heterogeneous system. Processor tiles are virtually identical, differing
only in their computational core.

128×16-bit DMEM, a 128×35-bit IMEM, two 64×16-bit dual-
clock FIFOs, and they can execute 60 basic ALU, MAC, and
branch type instructions.

A. Per-Processor Clock Frequency and Supply Voltage Con-
figuration

All processors, accelerators and memory modules operate at
their own fully-independent clock frequency that is generated
by a local clock oscillator and is able to arbitrarily halt, restart,
and change frequency. During runtime, processors fully halt
their clock oscillator six cycles after there is no work to do
(for finishing all instructions already in the pipeline), and
they restart immediately once work becomes available. Each
ring oscillator supports frequencies between 4.55 MHz and
1.71 GHz with a resolution of less than 1 MHz [40]. Off-chip
testing is used to determine the valid operational frequency
settings for the ring oscillator of each processor, which takes
into account process variations.

The platform is powered by two independent power grids
which will in general, have different supply voltages. Proces-
sors may also be completely disconnected from either power
grid when they are unused. The benefits of having more than
two supply voltages are small when compared to the increased
area and complexity of the controller needed to effectively
handle voltage switching [41]. Using two supply voltages for
power management was also employed in the ALPIN test
chip [42].

Although the processors have hardware to support dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) through software or a
local DVFS controller [40], [43], dynamic analyses are much
more complex and do not demonstrate the pure frequency and
voltage gains as clearly as with static assignments. In addition,
due to its control overhead, an application running in a DFVS
mode may actually dissipate more power if the workload is
predictable pre-runtime and is relatively static.

Data and analysis throughout this work utilizes clock fre-
quencies and supply voltages that are kept constant throughout
workload processing. Static configuration is intentionally set
by the programmer for a specific application to optimize its
performance and power consumption. This method is espe-
cially useful for applications that have a relatively static load
behavior at runtime. The frequency and supply voltage of each
processor are controlled by its VFC that is depicted in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 17. Each processor tile contains two switches for the two parallel but
separate networks

The VFC and communication circuits operate on their own
supply voltage that is shared among all processors in the plat-
form to guarantee the same voltage level for all interconnect
links, thus avoiding the use of level shifters between switches.

B. Source-Synchronous Interconnection Network

All processors in the platform are interconnected using
a reconfigurable source-synchronous interconnect networkas
described in Section III. To increase the interconnect capacity,
each processor has two switches as depicted in Fig. 17 and,
correspondingly, has two dual-clock FIFOs – each per switch
(on the output of its Core port). These switches connect to
their nearest neighboring switches to form two separate 2-D
mesh networks; simplifying the mapping job for programmers.
Furthermore, two networks naturally support tasks that need
two input channels3.

A reconfigurable delay line is inserted on the clock signal
before each FIFO to adjust its delay value for matching with
its corresponding data. The reconfigurable delay line is a
simple circuit including many delay elements and configured
by multiplexers for setting a delay value. The delay value is
chosen corresponding to the interconnect distance for satisfy-
ing constraint (4). For interconnects of a mapped application,
their distances are known; therefore the corresponding delay
values are statically set. Thanks to these static settings,the
delay circuits do not cause any glitch on the clock signals at
run-time.

3For tasks need more than two input channels, it is easy to use some
intermediate processors for collecting and converting these inputs into two
channels.
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Fig. 18. Die micrograph of the 167-processor test chip

C. Platform Configuration, Programming and Testability

For array configuration (e.g. circuit-switch link config-
urations, VFC settings, etc.), the compiler, assembler and
mapping tools place programs and configurations into a bit-
stream that is sent over a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)
into the array as depicted at top of Fig. 14. This technique
needs only a few I/O pins for chip configuration. The con-
figuration information and instructions as well as address of
each processor are sent into the chip in a serial manner bit by
bit along with an off-chip clock. Based on the configuration
code, each processor will set its frequency and voltage; andthe
multiplexers and delay lines of its switches are also configured
for establishing communication paths.

Our current test chip employs a simple test architecture for
functional testing only that determines whether a processor
operates correctly. Test outputs of all processors share the
same the ”test out” pins as shown at the top of Fig. 14.
Therefore, there is only one processor that can be tested at
a time, but this can be easily reconfigured by an off-chip test
environment with test equipment (e.g. logic analyzer). Test
signals include all key internal control and data values. Our
current test architecture works well at the processor levelthat
is acceptable for a research chip. High-volume manufacturing
would require the addition of special circuits (e.g. scan path)
for rapid high-fault-coverage testing [44], [45].

D. Chip Implementation

The platform was fabricated in ST Microelectronics 65 nm
low-leakage CMOS process using a standard-cell design flow.
Its die micrograph is shown in Fig. 18. It has a total of 55 mil-
lion transistors with an area of 39.4 mm2. Each programmable
processor occupies 0.17 mm2, with its communication circuit
occupying 7%, including the two switches, wires and buffers.
The area of the FFT, motion estimation and Viterbi decoder
accelerators is six times, four times and one time, respectively,
that of one processor; the memory module is two times the
size of one processor.

E. Measurements

We tested all processors in the platform to measure their
maximum operating frequencies. The maximum frequency is
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Fig. 19. Maximum clock frequency and 100%-active power dissipation of
one programmable processor over various supply voltages

TABLE III
AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION MEASURED AT0.95 V AND 594 MHZ

Operation of 100% Active (mW) Stall (mW) Standby (mW)
Processor 17.6 8.7 0.031
FFT 12.7 7.3 0.329
Viterbi 6.2 4.1 0.153
FIFO Rd/Wr 1.9 0.7 ∼0
Switch + Link 1.1 0.5 ∼0

obtained once a higher frequency makes outputs of the cor-
responding processor incorrect. The maximum frequency and
power consumption of the programmable processors versus
supply voltage is shown in Fig. 19. As shown in the figure,
they have a nearly linear and quadratic dependence on the
supply voltage, respectively. These important characteristics
are used to reduce power consumption of an application
by appropriately choosing the clock frequency and supply
voltage for each processor as detailed in Section V. At 1.3 V,
the programmable processors can operate up to 1.2 GHz.
The configurable FFT and Viterbi processors can run up to
866 MHz and 894 MHz respectively.

The maximum frequency of each processor should vary
under the impact of process and temperature variations. Un-
fortunately, these measurements have not yet been made. Cur-
rently, we can guarantee the correct operation of the mapped
application by allowing a frequency margin of 10%-15% of
the maximum frequency measured under typical conditions,
for each processor.

Table III shows the average power dissipation of proces-
sor, accelerators and communication circuit at 0.95 V and
594 MHz. This supply voltage and clock frequency is used
to evaluate and test the 802.11a baseband receiver application
described in the next section. The FFT is configured to perform
64-point transformations, and the Viterbi is configured to
decode 1/2-rate convolution codes. The table also shows that
during stalls (i.e. non-operation while the clock is active) the
processors consume a significant portion, approximately 35-
55%, of their normal operating power. Leakage power are very
small while processors are in the standby mode with the clock
halted.

Figure 20 plots measured data for maximum allowable
source clock frequencies when sending data over a range of
interconnect distances at 1.3 V. Interestingly, the measured
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Fig. 20. Measured maximum clock frequencies for interconnectbetween
processors over various interconnect distances at 1.3 V. AnInterconnect
Distanceof one corresponds to adjacent processors.

data has a similar trend as the theoretically developed model
depicted in Fig. 11. The differences are due to the assumptions
used in the theoretical model versus the real test chip such
as wire and device parameters. For the model we assumed
wires have the same length and are on the same metal layer
with devices modeled from the PTM SPICE cards; while the
test chip is built from ST Microelectronics standard cells with
wires that are automatically routed along with buffers thatare
added by Cadence Encounter place and route tool. Besides
that, environment parameters, process variation and power
supply noise on the real chip add more to these differences.
However, the maximum clock frequency strongly depends on
the timing uncertainty of clock and data signals that linearly
increases following the distance; so both measured and theoret-
ical results come to the same conclusions. Note that, as shown
in the figure, because the maximum operating frequency of
processors is 1.2 GHz, source-synchronous interconnects with
distances of one and two inter-switch links also only run up
to 1.2 GHz.

The clock frequency of the source processor reduces cor-
responding to the interconnect distance that affects its com-
putational performance. However, for a good mapping tool or
carefully manual mapping, we always want to assign critical
processors in an application with high volumes of data com-
munication near together. This guarantees source processors of
interconnects still run at high frequency satisfying the appli-
cation requirement. Another inexpensive solution to maintain
a high processor clock frequency while communicating over a
long distance is to insert a dedicated “relay” processor into the
long path by the fact that the processor has very small area.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 20, for a communication
distance of ten inter-switch links, source processor clocks
can operate up to 600 MHz which is sufficient for meeting
computational requirements of many DSP applications such
as an 25-processor 802.11a WiFi baseband receiver presented
in Section V, where the maximum interconnect length is six.

Interconnect power corresponding to distance at the same
594 MHz and 0.95 V is given in Fig. 21. These measured
power values are nearly linear to distance, which is reasonable
due to the fact that interconnect power is proportional to
the number of switches and interconnect links that form the
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processor distances at 594 MHz and 0.95 V.
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interconnection path plus power consumed by a FIFO write.
The power at distances larger than ten is not shown because
source clock frequency is less than 594 MHz at these distances.

V. A PPLICATION MAPPING CASE STUDY: 802.11A
BASEBAND RECEIVER

A. Application Programming

Programming an application on our platform follows three
basis steps: 1) Each task of the application described by its
task-graph representative is mapped on one or a few processors
or on an accelerator. These processors are programmed using
our simplified C language and are optimized with assembly
codes. 2) Task interconnects are then assigned by a GUI
mapping tools or manually in a configuration file. 3) Our
C compiler combined with the assembler will produce a
single bit file for programming and configuring the array. The
hardware platform configuration is then done as introduced in
Section IV-C.

As mentioned in Section IV, the instruction memory size
of each processor is 128x35-bit; therefore, for a complicated
application with around 100 processors, it takes about 50 ms
for configuring the application through the serial SPI interface
with an off-chip clock of 10 MHz.

B. Mapping a Complete 802.11a Baseband Receiver

In order to relatively evaluate the performance and energy-
efficiency of the platform and its interconnection network,we
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mapped and tested a real 802.11a baseband receiver. Some
steps to reduce its power consumption while still satisfying
the real-time throughput requirement are also presented.

For illustrating the flexibility that our interconnection net-
work architecture offers, we mapped two versions of the
802.11a baseband receiver given by a task-graph in Fig. 1.
The first version using only nearest neighboring interconnects
which was the method offered by the first generation plat-
form [7].The mapping diagram of this method is shown in
Fig. 22 using 33 processors plus Viterbi and FFT accelerators
with 10 processors used solely for routing data. With our new
reconfigurable network supporting long-distance interconnects
utilized in this platform, a much more efficient version is
shown in Fig. 23. This mapping version requires only 23
processors which results in a big savings of 30% on the
number of processors used compared to the first version.

The receiver mapped is complete and includes all the
necessary practical features such as frame detection and timing
synchronization, carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation and
compensation, and channel estimation and equalization. The
compiled code of the whole receiver is simulated on the
Verilog RTL model of our platform using Cadence NCVerilog
and its results are compared with a Matlab model to guarantee
its accuracy. By using the activity profile of the processors
reported by the simulator, we evaluate its throughput and
power consumption before testing it on the real chip. This
implementation methodology reduces debugging time and
allows us to easily find the optimal operation point of each
task.

C. Receiver Critical Data Path

The dark solid lines in Fig. 23 show the connections
between processors that are on the critical data path of the
receiver. The operation and execution time of these processors
determine the throughput of the receiver. Other processorsin
the receiver are only briefly active for detection, synchroniza-
tion (of frame) or estimation (of the carrier frequency offset
and channel); then they are forced to stop as soon as they
finish their job4. Consequently, these non-critical processors
do not affect the overall data throughput [46].

D. Performance Evaluation

Figure 24 shows the overall activity of the critical path
processors. In this figure, the Viterbi accelerator is shownto

4Processors stop working after six cycles if their input FIFOs are empty.
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TABLE IV
OPERATION OF PROCESSORS WHILE PROCESSING ONEOFDM SYMBOL IN THE 54 MBPS MODE, AND THEIR CORRESPONDING POWER CONSUMPTIONS

Execution Stall with Standby with Output Comm. Execution Stall Standby Comm. Total
time active clock halted clock time distance power power power power power

Processor (cycles) (cycles) (cycles) (cycles) (# links) (mW) (mW) (mW) (mW) (mW)
Data Distribution 320 960 1096 80 × 2 5 2.37 3.56 0.01 1.14 7.08
Post-Timing Sync. 240 960 1176 80 × 2 4 1.78 3.56 0.01 1.00 6.34
Acc. Off. Vec. Comp. 2320 56 0 80 × 2 1 17.19 0.21 0 0.53 17.93
CFO Compensation 2160 216 0 80 × 2 1 16.00 0.80 0 0.53 17.33
Guard Removal 176 768 1432 64 × 2 5 1.30 2.84 0.01 0.92 5.07
64-point FFT 205 768 1403 64 × 2 2 1.10 2.36 0.20 0.55 4.21
Subcarrier Reorder. 1018 576 782 48 × 2 3 7.62 2.13 0.01 0.51 10.27
Channel Equal. 1488 576 312 48 × 2 1 11.02 2.13 0.01 0.31 13.47
De-mapping 2352 24 0 288 1 17.42 0.09 0 0.96 18.47
De-interleav. 1 864 1512 0 288 1 6.40 5.60 0 0.96 12.96
De-interleav. 2 1130 1246 0 288 1 8.37 4.62 0 0.96 13.95
De-puncturing 576 1800 0 432 1 4.27 6.67 0 1.44 12.38
Viterbi Decoding 2376 0 0 216 2 6.20 0 0 0.93 7.13
De-scrambling 2160 216 0 216 1 16.00 0.80 0 0.72 17.52
Pad Removal 648 1296 432 216 1 4.80 4.80 0.01 0.72 10.33
Ten non-critical procs - - - - - - - 0.31 - 0.31
Total 121.84 40.17 0.57 12.18 174.76

The text“× 2” signifies that the corresponding output is composed of two words (real and imaginary) for each sample or subcarrier.
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Fig. 24. The overall activity of processors while processing a 4µsec OFDM
symbol in the 54 Mbps mode

be the system bottleneck. It is always executing and forces
other processors on the critical path to stall while waiting
either on its output to send data or on its input to receive
data5. Therefore, the total execution time and waiting time
of each processor equals to the total execution time of the
Viterbi accelerator (2376 cycles) during the processing of
a 4-µs OFDM symbol. In essence, all OFDM symbols are
processed by a sequence of processors on the critical path in
a way that is similar to a pipeline (with 4µs per stage per
2376 cycles). Therefore, the receiver can obtain a real-time
54 Mbps throughput when all processors operate at the same
clock frequency of 594 MHz. According to measured data,
in order for all processors to operate correctly they must be
supplied at the lowest voltage level of 0.92 V. We choose to
run at 0.95 V (with maximum frequency of 708 MHz) for
reserving a safe frequency margin for all processors due to
the impact of run-time unpredictable variations.

5This assumes that the input is always available from the ADC and the
MAC layer is always ready to accept outputs.

E. Power Consumption Estimation

Power estimation using simulation is done in a couple of
ways. First method, we can run the application on our post-
layout gate-level Verilog on Cadence NCVerilog and generate
the VCD (Value Change Dump) file for each processor. This
is then sent to Cadence SoC Encounter and the VCD is loaded
and a power analysis is done using our processor layout.
This method should have good result near with measuring on
the real chip, however it is also very slow that may be not
an efficient way if we want to change the configuration of
the application many times for finding the optimal operating
points.

We use another method that is based on the activity of
processors while running the application on the cycle-accurate
RTL model of the platform on NCVerilog. An script is used
to extract information from signals generated by the simulator.
The information includes the number of cycles each processor
executing, stalling or being standby. These information along
with the power of processors in the corresponding states
measured on the real chip (similar to those listed in Table III)
will be used to estimate the total power of application. Based
on the analysis results done with simulation and estimation
steps, we configure the processors accordingly when running
on the test chip. This method is highly time efficient and
still has high accuracy with only few percents differing from
measuring on the real chip as shown in Section V-F.

1) Power Consumption on the Critical Path:Power con-
sumption of the receiver is primarily dissipated by processors
on the critical path because all non-critical processors have
stopped when the receiver is processing data OFDM symbols.
In this time, the leakage power dissipated by these ten non-
critical processors is 0.31 mW (10× 0.031). The total power
dissipated by the critical path processors is estimated by:

PTotal =

∑
PExe,i +

∑
PS tall,i +

∑
PS tandby,i +

∑
PComm,i (7)

where PExe,i , PS tall,i , PS tandby,i and PComm,i are the power
consumed by computational execution, stalling, standby and
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communication activities of theith processor, respectively, and
are estimated as follows:

PExe,i = αi ·PExeAvg

PS tall,i = βi ·PS tallAvg

PS tandby,i = (1− αi − βi)·PS tandbyAvg

PComm,i = γi · PCommAvg,n

(8)

here PExeAvg, PS tallAvg and PS tandbyAvgare average power of
processors while at 100% execution, stalling or in standby
(leakage only);PCommAvg,n is the average power of an intercon-
nect at distance ofn; αi , βi , (1−αi −βi) andγi are percentages
of execution, stall, standby and communication activitiesof
processori, respectively.

While measuring the chip with all processors running at
0.95 V and 594 MHz the values ofPExeAvg, PS tallAvg, PS tandbyAvg

are shown in Table III andPCommAvg,n is given in Fig. 21. For
the ith processor, itsαi , βi , (1 − αi − βi), γi and distancen
are derived from Column 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Table IV with a
note that each processor computes one data OFDM symbol in
2376 cycles.

The power consumed by execution, stalling, standby and
communication activities of each processor are listed in Col-
umn 7, 8, 9 and 10; and their total is shown in Column 11.
In total, the receiver consumes 174.76 mW with a negligible
standby power due to leakage (only 0.57 mW including ten
non-critical processors). The power dissipated by communica-
tion of all processors is 12.18 mW, which is only 7% of the
total power.

2) Power Reduction:The power dissipated by the stalling
activity is 40.17 mW, which is 23% of the total power.
This wasted power is caused by the fact that the clocks of
processors are almost active while waiting for input or output
as shown in Column 3 of Table IV. Clearly, we expect to
reduce this stall time by making the processors busy executing
as much as possible.

To do this, we need to reduce the clock frequency of
processors which have low workloads. Recall that in order to
keep the 54 Mbps throughput requirement, each processor has
to finish its computation for one OFDM symbol in 4µs, and
therefore, the optimal frequency of each processor is computed
as follows:

fOpt,i =
NExe,i cycles

4 µs
(MHz) (9)

where,NExe,i is number of execution cycles of processori for
processing one OFDM symbol, which is listed in Column 2
of Table IV. From this, the optimal frequencies of processors
are shown in Column 2 of Table V.

By running at these optimal frequencies, the power wasted
by stalling and standby activities of the critical processors is
eliminated while their execution and communication activity
percentages increase proportionally to the decrease of their
frequencies. Therefore, total power is now 134.32 mW as
listed in Column 3 of Table V, a reduction of 23% when
compared with the previous case6.

6Ten non-critical processors still dissipate the same leakage power of
0.31 mW.

TABLE V
POWER CONSUMPTION WHILE PROCESSORS ARE RUNNING AT OPTIMAL

FREQUENCIES WHEN: A) BOTH VddLow AND VddHigh ARE SET TO0.95 V;
B) VddLow IS SET TO0.75 V AND VddHigh IS SET TO0.95 V

(A) (B)
Optimal Optimal

frequency Power voltage Power
Processor (MHz) (mW) (V) (mW)
Data Distribution 80 3.52 0.75 2.63
Post-Timing Sync. 60 2.78 0.75 2.11
Acc. Off. Vec. Comp. 580 17.72 0.95 17.72
CFO Compensation 540 16.53 0.95 16.53
Guard Removal 44 2.23 0.75 1.73
64-point FFT 51 1.64 0.75 1.23
Subcarrier Reorder. 257 8.12 0.75 5.22
Channel Equal. 372 11.34 0.95 11.34
De-mapping 588 18.38 0.95 18.38
De-interleav. 1 216 7.36 0.75 4.95
De-interleav. 2 283 9.34 0.95 9.34
De-puncturing 144 5.70 0.75 4.10
Viterbi Decoding 594 7.13 0.95 7.13
De-scrambling 540 16.72 0.95 16.72
Pad Removal 162 5.52 0.75 3.71
Ten non-critical procs - 0.31 0.95 0.31
Total (mW) 134.32 123.18
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Fig. 25. The total power consumption over various values ofVddLow (with
VddHigh fixed at 0.95 V) while processors run at their optimal frequencies.
Each processor is set at one of these two voltages depending on its frequency.

Now that processors run at different frequencies, they can be
supplied at different voltages as shown in Fig. 19. Since power
consumption at a fixed frequency is quadratically dependent
on supply voltage, more power can be reduced due to voltage
scaling. Because our platform supports two global supply
voltage grids,VddHigh andVddLow, we can choose one of these
voltages to power each processor depending on its frequency7.

Since the slowest processor (Viterbi) is always running
at 594 MHz to meet the real-time 54 Mbps throughput,
VddHigh must be set at 0.95 V. To find the optimalVddLow

we changed its value from 0.95 V (i.eVddHigh) down to
0.6 V where its maximum frequency begins to be smaller
than the lowest optimal frequency among processors. The
total power consumption corresponding to theseVddLow values
(while processors are set appropriately) is shown in Fig. 25.
WhenVddLow reduces, some processors running at thisVddlow

will consume less power, so total power is reduced. However,
onceVddlow becomes low under 0.75 V, more processors must

7Non-critical processors are always set to run atVddHigh and 594 MHz for
minimizing the detection and synchronization time.
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TABLE VI
ESTIMATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF THE RECEIVER OVER

DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION MODES

Configuration Estimated Measured Diff.
Mode Power (mW) Power (mW)
At 594 MHz and 0.95 V 174.76 177.96 1.8%
At optimal frequencies only 134.32 139.64 3.9%
At both optimal freq. & volt. 123.18 129.82 5.1%

be changed to run atVddHigh for satisfying their operating
frequencies; therefore, the total power goes up. As a result,
the optimalVddLow is 0.75 V with total power of 123.18 mW
as detailed in Column 5 of Table V. Notice that the maximum
frequency of processors in operating at 0.75 V is 266 MHz
that still guarantees an margin of greater than 10% allowing
all the corresponding processors still correctly running at this
voltage under the impact of variations.

The communication circuits use their own supply voltage
which is always set at 0.95 V, so they still consume the same
12.18 mW, which now is approximately 10% of the total
power.

F. Measurement Results

We tested and measured this receiver on a real test chip
with the same configuration modes of clock frequency and
supply voltage as used in the previous estimation steps. In
all configuration modes, the receiver operates correctly and
shows the same computational results as with simulation. The
power measurement results are shown in Table VI. When all
processors run at 0.95 V and 594 MHz, they consume a total of
177.96 mW that is a 1.8% difference from the estimated result.
When all processors run at their optimal frequencies with
the same 0.95 V supply voltage, they consume 139.64 mW;
and when they are appropriately set at 0.75 V or 0.95 V as
listed in Column 4 of Table V, they consumes 129.82 mW.
In these configurations, the differences between the measured
and estimated results are only 3.9% and 5.1%, respectively.

These differences are small and show that our design
methodology is highly robust. Our simulation platform allows
programmers to map, simulate and debug applications cor-
rectly before running on the real chip reducing a large portion
of application development time. For instance, we mapped
and tested this complex 802.11a receiver in just two months
plus one week for finding the optimal configuration compared
to tens of months if implemented on ASIC which includes
fabrication, test and measurement.

G. Discussion on Reconfigurable/Programmable Platforms

As addressed in Section II, our many-core platform should
achieve better performance while running DSP applications
than a general-purpose architecture with one or a few large
processors. This is due to maximizing the parallelism of tasks
in an application on as many small processors as possible
rather than spending time for memory fetching and instruction
retiring that is a must in the general-purpose architectures
with dynamically scheduling tasks among only a few cores.
Compared to FPGA platforms where a basic computational

datapath is compiled from many logic blocks with high
interconnect overheads that can not be optimized as in our
processors. As a result, all known FPGA chips today operate
at lower clock frequencies compared to the presented platform
(which can operate up to 1.2 GHz). Furthermore, the many-
core platform supports the GALS technique that allows its
processors to run at their optimal frequencies and voltages;
such capabilities would be difficult to implement in an FPGA
where the individual logic blocks are of a much finer granu-
larity. On the other hand, some workloads with very narrow
data word widths or bit manipulation map more efficiently to
FPGAs than ours. However, these workloads can be sped up
by utilizing dedicated accelerators onto our platform.

VI. CONCLUSION

The budget of billions of transistors today offers us an excel-
lent opportunity to utilize many-core design for programmable
platform targeting DSP applications that naturally has a high
degree of task-level parallelism. In this paper, we have pre-
sented a high-performance and energy-efficient programmable
DSP platform consisting of many simple cores and dedicated-
purpose accelerators. Its GALS-compatible inter-processor
communication network utilizes a novel source-synchronous
interconnection technique allowing efficient communication
among processors which are in different clock domains.

The on-chip network is reconfigurable circuit-switched and
is configured before runtime such that interconnect links can
achieve their ideal throughput at a very low power and area
cost. For a real 802.11a baseband receiver with 54 Mbps data
throughput mapped on this platform, its interconnect linksonly
dissipate around 10% of the total power. We simulated this
receiver with NCVerilog and also tested it on the real chip; the
small difference between power estimation and measurement
results shows the consistency of our design.
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